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The news follows hot on the heels of

Covatic’s launch of A-Type, a sustainable

solution to the digital advertising

industry’s ID and privacy challenge

LONDON, UK, July 29, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Covatic, the fast-

growing Techstars-backed technology

company has announced a partnership

with CACI, via its new A-Type solution,

which will enable advertisers to benefit

from detailed Acorn segmentations

and on-device targeting whilst

preserving user privacy. 

Covatic’s recently launched A-Type

solution is an entirely new approach to

audience targeting which places user

privacy front and centre whilst

providing rich audience segments -

without tracking users. GDPR, CCPA and Apple ATT safe, it does not require users to login and

harnesses CACI’s powerful consumer classification, Acorn.

With A-Type using Covatic’s on-device processing to allocate groups of users to relevant third-

party socio-demographic data, without exposing any form of ID, this creates highly relevant

audiences and represents a future-proofed solution.

Daniel Pike, Covatic’s Chief Product Officer, explains: “We are delighted to partner with CACI to

enable the digital ad industry to continue to ensure it can provide relevant messaging at the right

moment in time and in the right context. Together, we provide insights gained from the real

world and processed on-device to ensure no personal data is shared, whilst at the same time

enabling advertisers to target their communications with the precision consumers have come to

expect.”

Cara Bramwell, Principal Consultant, CACI adds: “We are excited at the potential of this pivotal

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://covatic.com
https://acorn.caci.co.uk/


partnership with Covatic on their innovative A-Type solution. It will enable us to provide the

industry with Acorn’s powerful consumer classification segments of the population, so, whether

you are trying to understand your existing customers, identify profitable prospects or allocate

resources effectively, we provide insight to help you do just that – at a time when privacy-

compliant, on-device targeting provides one of few sustainable solutions to tightening industry

rules.”

In recent weeks, Covatic has also joined forces with industry association, the IAB UK, as it

develops its future-facing product offer and continues to help marketers grapple with a shifting

and evolving digital landscape.

Nick Pinks, CEO of Covatic, comments: “Contextual advertising and on-device processing is more

important than ever when it comes to building a sustainable digital ecosystem. With consumers

placing more importance on their privacy and the broader industry realising the importance of

respecting user’s data - the media industry is becoming empowered to act. This partnership

between CACI and Covatic is a great example of how it is possible to deliver targeted advertising

and engagement, while using CACI’s powerful data and Covatic’s approach to preserving user

privacy by doing everything on device.”

For more information:

press@covatic.com

About Covatic

Covatic empowers the publishing and media industry to deliver personalised digital services that

respect and protect personal privacy. 

It’s ID-less, privacy-first technology enables publishers and brands to use industry recognised

socio-demographic data to create targetable audiences without exposing any personal data.

Covatic’s pioneering approach to on-device processing ensures that the industry has an accurate,

future-proof ad solution that delivers highly relevant ads while protecting user privacy. This

approach ensures all the data-processing ‘smart stuff’ lives on the customer’s own kit - such as

their phone - and so does all their data.

Understanding, segmenting and targeting online audiences is critical to today’s advertising

economy. But regulatory changes, and the strategies of key industry players such as Apple and

Google, are proving disruptive and will require many companies to adopt new ways of working.

Covatic’s solution - A-Type is a simple to include SDK that allows publishers to sell high value

CPMs based on targeting while remaining GDPR, CCPA and Apple ATT-safe, it doesn’t even

require users to login.

Covatic offers highly compliant, ethical and future-proofed technical solutions that are attractive

to companies that want to address audiences more effectively in a fast-changing digital privacy



landscape.

About CACI

At CACI we do amazing things with data. Our heritage of understanding consumers and their

behaviour underpins everything we do and forms the basis of our unique range of data products

and solutions. We help our clients to grow their customer volumes and revenue by providing a

range of marketing services. We create unrivalled insight for our clients – insight that can lead

business change, increase customer engagement and drive digital transformation. We use it to

shape digital products, maximise digital acquisition and integrate marketing technology.

CACI Limited is part of CACI International Inc., a $5.7billion company listed on the NYSE,

providing professional services and information technology. In the UK, we employ over 800

people across 10 offices.

To learn more about CACI click here. 
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